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V  E  L  O  C  I  T  Y 

A geologic investigation on an eroding cliff in Van-
couver, BC. This project analyzed how the implemen-
tation of retaining walls could alter and control the 
velocity of soil and water erosion on the cliff, enabling 
human occupancy long-term.

Landscape Architecture Studio I | 6 weeks

Velocity | Model 1



i.

ii.

iii.

Site
Point Grey cliffs

Collaboration
Tosin Odugbemi (design itteration)
Narita Ico (fabrication assistance)

Role
Isometric drawings and assistance in 
model fabrication.

Design
Heat formed acrylic was used to embody fluidity and move-
ment. The isometrics show how erosion triggers the move-
ment of land, air, and water on different scales of time of cliff 
erosion, demonstrating a possible long term outcome of the 
design intervention. 

i. Isometric: Before 1:500
ii. Isometric: During 1:500
iii. Isometric: After 1:500

Velocity | Isometric Renders of Intervention 2



Oasis | Render 

O  A  S  I  SO  A  S  I  S

Designed as an outdoor classroom that offers new 
opportunities for individual and collective reflection 
in nature, the pavilion was created for the Vancouver 
based installation artist, Holly Schmidt. Her request 
was a nomadic learning environment that would 
work to refocus non-visual senses.

Published on UBC SALA website: 
sala.ubc.ca/work/oasis

Architecture Studio II | 2.8 weeks
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Oasis | Plan, Sections, Exploded Axonometric

Site
Interchangeable across UBC Campus. 

Collaboration
Robert Ferguson (3D model)
Narita Ico (model fabrication)

Role
Plan, sections, exploded axonometric and render. 

Design
Curtains of the structure blur and soften the surroundings, 
diminishing participants’ sense of sight, and heightening 
sensitivity to sound, smell, and touch in a newly defamiliar-
ized world. By facing outwards, students experience their 
surrounding environment with Holly at the center of the 
circle, being a guiding voice, while remaining out of their site. 

i. Plan 1:50
ii. Section: without curtains 1:50
iii. Section: with curtains 1:50
iv. Axonometric 1:50
v. Exploded axonometric: framing 1:50 
vi. Exploded axonometric: clasps 1:50

i. 

iv.                                                                                                                                                      v.                                                                                                                                                       vi.       

ii.                                                                                                                                                        iii.
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E  A  R  H  A  R  T

Designed as a social experience, this container explores 
the idea of creating discomfort with food while acknowl-
edging its origin. Jiaozi has a history of being used to cure 
frostbitten ears. The shape informed and was extended to 
the next stage of the project in the design of a snack to go 
cart. 

Architecture Studio II | 1.8 weeks

E  A  R  H  A  R  T

Earhart | Finding Form 5



Site
Underneath Granville bridge 
(Rodney Graham’s spinning chandelier).

Collaboration
Kaia Nielsen-Roine (Model fabricaiton, 3D model)

Role
Drawings, renders  and assistance in model fabrication.

Design
The use of a shopping cart takes form to create a small 
snack-to-go cart, creating a nexus of human exchange and 
pleasure within the city. The snack cart aimed to combine 
the forms derived from the history of Jiaozi to create a 
playful snacking experience.

i. Plan 1:50
ii. Section 1:50
iii. Render 1:50
 

Earhart | Plan, Section, Render

i.        
                                                                         

i.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        iii. 
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L A   C  O N  D  E  S  S  AL A   C  O N  D  E  S  S  A  :   P  1 

This project explores Parque México’s evolution from private to 
public space, impacting the growth of the city around it, and the 
path of the inhabitant through the city. 

This time trace model highlights street modifications, setting prec-
edent for the next stages of the project with vitality of public urban 
green space for all citizens of the city. These spaces alter the fun-
damental way in which one interacts with the city through move-
ment, and finds their belonging to it through spatial occupation.

Urban Design Studio I 10 weeks

L A   C  O N  D  E  S  S  A  

This project explores Parque México’s evolution from 
private to public space, impacting the growth of the city 
around it, and the path of the inhabitant through the city. 
This time trace model highlights street modifications, 
setting precedent for the next stages of the project with 
vitality of public urban green space for all citizens of the 
city. 

Urban Design Studio I 10 weeks

La Condessa | Time Trace Model7

L A   C  O N  D  E  S  S  A  L A   C  O N  D  E  S  S  A  



L A   C  O N  D  E  S  S  A  :   P  2

This project explores Parque México’s evolution from private to 
public space, impacting the growth of the city around it, and the 
path of the inhabitant through the city. 

This time trace model highlights street modifications, setting prec-
edent for the next stages of the project with vitality of public urban 
green space for all citizens of the city. These spaces alter the fun-
damental way in which one interacts with the city through move-
ment, and finds their belonging to it through spatial occupation.

Urban Design Studio I 10 weeks

L A   C  O N  D  E  S  S  A  

These public spaces alter the fundamental way in which 
one interacts with the city through movement, and finds 
their belonging to it through spatial occupation. Based on 
these observations this project aims to explore the use of 
functional and environmental art instillations that re-
spond to these conditions while resultantly creating bub-
bles of microclimate conditions within the neighbourhood. 

Urban Design Studio I 10 weeks

La Condessa | Site Plan 8

L A   C  O N  D  E  S  S  A  



Site
Vacant lots in La Condessa.

Design
The urban forest explores the relationship between bus-
tling city noise, and quiet soundscapes within the lifecycle 
of the city. Through the use of lumbar pillars exterior noise 
is muffled, providing a space away from the city’s rush and 
congestion. With varying types of seating in each space, the 
instillations are designed to engage conversation, and create 
safe community space to combat Mexico cities shift in social 
scene from individual to social.

i. Section: lot 1:100
ii. Section: sidewalk and road 1:100
iii. Plan: lot 1:100
iv. Plan: sidewalk and road 1:100

i.                                                                                                                                              ii.

iii.                                                                                                                                              v.

9 La Condessa | Urban Forest Model, Sections, Plans



Site
Underneath Granville bridge 
(Rodney Graham’s spinning chandelier).

Design
Terracotta cones provide a cooling station in the midst of the 
cities heat wave, allowing
people to want to stay and rest in a space for a longer period 
of time on the concave
benches then they normally would, along with the ability for 
more activity without the
discomfort of heat.

Site
Vacant lots in La Condessa.

Design
Terracotta cones provide a cooling station in the midst of 
the cities heat wave, encouraging people to stay, rest, and 
socialize in a space for a longer period of time on the concave 
benches then they normally would. These pockets of cool air 
also allow the ability for more activity without the discom-
fort of heat.

i. Section: lot 1:100
ii. Section: sidewalk and road 1:100
iii. Plan: lot 1:100
iv. Plan: sidewalk and road 1:100

i.                                                                                                                                                                 ii.

iii.                                                                                                                                                                    v.

10 La Condessa | Terracotta Cones Model, Sections, Plans
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